
Your Ultimate Jumpstart Worksheet for 2017
Get ready to “DRIVE” in 2017 with a Personal Plan of Action!

The 68 DAY CHALLENGE is a program designed to help “jumpstart” your first 

68 days so that the other 297 days of the year will fall into place. In other words, 

68 days to a better you!

As a company we believe that associates and leaders who are at their personal 

BEST, will in turn create a company culture that is at its BEST!

	 	 Are YOU prepared?

	 	 Are YOU willing?

	 	 Are YOU ready?

68 Days... 9.5 Weeks...
1,632 Hours... 97,920 Minutes...

What will you do with it?
What could you do with it?



Define Your Personal Goal1phase
Jan 1 - 15
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The What:  
Defining your Goal

In any project, the first step is to define your goals and objectives.  
You need to choose and define your goals in a way that will enhance  
your probability for success.

Start with WHY? 
Based on Simon Sinek’s best selling book Start With Why.

What is your purpose, cause or belief that inspires you to do what  
you do everyday? How will becoming a better “YOU” support your  
WHY in life?

It’s all about you. 
Select behaviors that YOU want to change. It needs to be about you.

It should be measurable. 
Tracking your progress increases your progress. If you cannot measure 
your progress toward your goal, it will be much harder to move forward 
and keep an eye on reaching it.

It has to be real. 
A recipe for failure is selecting an unreachable goal. Distinguish between 
realistic goals and short term fantasies.

It should be positive. 
Phrase your goal in positive terms.

Success is  
Steady Progress

Toward One’s  
Personal Goals.

- Jim Rohn

Inspire Yourself2phase
Jan 16 - 31
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The WHAT:  
Inspire Yourself

Set yourself up for success by incorporating inspiration and motivational 
time into your schedule to help you plan.

Albert Einstein didn’t speak until he was four years old.

Einstein didn’t have the best childhood. In fact, many people thought he was  
just a dud. He never spoke for the first three years of his life, and throughout 
elementary school, many of his teachers thought he was lazy and wouldn’t  
make anything of himself. He always received good marks, but his head was  
in the clouds, conjuring up abstract questions people couldn’t understand.  
But he kept thinking and, well, he eventually developed the theory of relativity, 
which many of us still can’t wrap our heads around.

Jay-Z couldn’t get signed to any record labels.

No one can stop Jay-Z. He came from a rough Brooklyn neighborhood and had 
big dreams to make it big as a rapper. Unfortunately, the rest of the world didn’t 
agree with him at first. Not one record label would sign him. Yet that didn’t stop 
him from creating his own music powerhouse. His label would eventually turn into 
the insanely lucrative Roc-A-Fella Records. Here’s proof Jay-Z is on top: Forbes 
has estimated his net worth at $500 million, and TIME ranked him as one of their 
2013 Most Influential People In The World. And he’s married to Beyoncé.

Bill Gates’ first business failed.

Yes, the richest person in the whole world couldn’t make any money at first. 
Gates’ first company, Traf-O-Data (a device which could read traffic tapes and 
process the data), failed miserably. When Gates and his partner, Paul Allen,  
tried to sell it, the product wouldn’t even work. Gates and Allen didn’t let that  
stop them from trying again though. Here’s how Allen explained how the failure 
helped them: “Even though Traf-O-Data wasn’t a roaring success, it was critical in 
preparing us to make Microsoft’s first product a couple of years later.”

You think big...
You Get Big!

Did you know?...

Write Your Plan3phase
Feb 1 - 13
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The WHAT:  
Writing Your Plan

In Phases I & II, you narrowed down your area of focus and your  
68 Day Challenge goal. Again, think about your ultimate objective  
and rewrite your goal.

Once that is done, we will dig deeper into your “why”… why is this goal 
important to you and why YOU WILL reach it!

68 Day Challenge goal:

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Three sub-goals to help me reach my 68 Day Challenge goal:

 ___________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________

Are your goals SMART?

4phase
Feb 14 - 21
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Today, build a brick wall around your resolve.

Accountability is what we call it, but think of it as both incentive and 
insurance.

You’re far more likely to adhere to your habits when you create  
a fortress of accountability around them.

And as we know, some of the strongest forms of accountability  
come from outside ourselves.

Here are ten ways to create public accountability:

 Snag a Workout Buddy

 Keep a Food Journal

 Take a Photo of Yourself

 Make a Public Proclamation on Social Media

 Draw up an Accountability Contract

 Join an Online Support Group

 Join a Group Fitness Class

 Tweet Your Progress

 Check Out Online Coaching

  Post your goal on the 68 Day Challenge or  
Art’s Lounge Facebook pages 
www.facebook.com/The68DayChallenge 
www.facebook.com/groups/Artvanlounge

The WHAT 
Take Action... Now!

“The moment you take 
responsibility for your 
life is the moment you can 
change anything in your 
life. For better or worse, 
you have the power.”

6phase
Feb 23 - Mar 8
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The WHAT & HOW:  
Share Your Successes

Talk to people in your different life circles about what you’ve  
accomplished.

You never know who you will inspire and how far your message  
can spread.

Name three people you plan to share your successes with:

 ___________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________

 ___________________________________________________________

And don’t forget: pay it forward and help others reach their successes!

Encourage them. 
Share the 68 Day Challenge with them. 
Have them START NOW!

“You can get anything you want 
in life if you will just help enough 
other people get what they want!”

As the late Zig Ziglar said, 

Share  
Success

Share  
Success Share  

Success

Share  
Success

Celebrate! You Did It!7phase
March 9
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It can be something simple, something inexpensive, or something 
extravagant... but CELEBRATE!!!

Whether you have achieved the ultimate goal, or you are a large  
percentage of the way there, do something to congratulate yourself.  
Take pride in what you have accomplished.

Remember, success is a journey. The reason that many people have  
a hard time getting “motivated” is that in the past, when they have 
achieved a goal, they didn’t celebrate the achievement. 

Maybe they didn’t think that it was that hard in the end and said,  
“No big deal”. Or maybe someone else taught them that when you 
achieve something you need to be humble and just accept it as  
what it is.

The problem with that is you are telling yourself that achieving a goal no 
matter how “small” is nothing to really get excited about. So the next time 
you achieve a goal, and you don’t do something to lock in that feeling  
of succeeding, you are reinforcing the idea that achieving your goal  
is nothing to get excited about. So the next time you set a goal...  
the harder it is to get motivated.

 
Change that habit NOW!!!  

CELEBRATE LIKE YOU DESERVE IT!!! 
Because… You truly do!

Celebrate
any progress. 
Don’t wait 

to get perfect.

The What & How:  
Celebrate!

1.)In your 2014 "YOU" circle, rate each area on a scale 
of 1 to 10, with 10 being the best and 1 being the 
worst. Write that number next to the word.  

2.)  List the areas of your life you can enhance:  

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

3.) Pick ONE area of your life you will FOCUS on over 
the next 68 days:  

________________________________________  

________________________________________ 

1.)For inspiration each day, take 5 minutes to read 
ONE of the 68 Principles in “Pumptitude” or 
“Maximum Pumptitude” from our CEO, Kim Yost.  

2.) Create a personal development library and listen to 
books or read book around your focus area. Book 
suggestion include:  

 Power of Habit by Charles Charles Duhigg 

 The Secret by Rhonda Bryne

 The Art of Exceptional Living by Jim Rohn

 The Four Hour Body by Tim Ferriss

 The 15 Invaluable Laws of Growth by John
Maxwell

2.) Come up with one SMART goal for your area of 
FOCUS (ex: I will go from 150 pounds to 140 pounds by 
March 9th) 

1.)Now that you have identified your area of focus, 
think about your ultimate objective and write down 
THREE things you will do, change, or develop to meet 
that objective:  

1._________________________________________ 

2._________________________________________ 

3._________________________________________ 

1.)Ask yourself: 

 Are you on track to hit your goal?

 What’s working?

 What’s not working?

2.) Review your “TOP 3” for the last 45 days: 

WINS:  _________________________ 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________ 

FIXES:  _________________________ 
        _________________________  
        _________________________  

Ah-HAs: _______________________ 
 _______________________ 
 _______________________ 

3.) Write down what you need to adjust in order to hit 
your goal:  

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

1.)Share your successes! 

 68 Day Challenge Group community on
Facebook

 Around your department

 Around your store

 With your challenge coach and accountability
partner

2.) Email your challenge coach with your success story!

3.) Pay It Forward! As the late Zig Ziglar said, “You can 
get anything you want in life if you will just help 
enough other people get what they want!”

1.)Post this worksheet in your office or at home. 

2.)Set daily reminders on your phone, calendar, and 
computer.  

3.) Stay connected with daily tips on AVTV, special AV 
Insider segments, emails from Key Leaders, and by 
joining the 68 Day Challenge Group on  
Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/The68DayChallenge 

4.)Find an accountability buddy and support one 
another in your journeys. 

CELEBRATION!

You

1.)In your 2014 "YOU" circle, rate each area on a scale 
of 1 to 10, with 10 being the best and 1 being the 
worst. Write that number next to the word.  

2.)  List the areas of your life you can enhance:  

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

3.) Pick ONE area of your life you will FOCUS on over 
the next 68 days:  

________________________________________  

________________________________________ 

1.)For inspiration each day, take 5 minutes to read 
ONE of the 68 Principles in “Pumptitude” or 
“Maximum Pumptitude” from our CEO, Kim Yost.  

2.) Create a personal development library and listen to 
books or read book around your focus area. Book 
suggestion include:  

 Power of Habit by Charles Charles Duhigg 

 The Secret by Rhonda Bryne

 The Art of Exceptional Living by Jim Rohn

 The Four Hour Body by Tim Ferriss

 The 15 Invaluable Laws of Growth by John
Maxwell

2.) Come up with one SMART goal for your area of 
FOCUS (ex: I will go from 150 pounds to 140 pounds by 
March 9th) 

1.)Now that you have identified your area of focus, 
think about your ultimate objective and write down 
THREE things you will do, change, or develop to meet 
that objective:  

1._________________________________________ 

2._________________________________________ 

3._________________________________________ 

1.)Ask yourself: 

 Are you on track to hit your goal?

 What’s working?

 What’s not working?

2.) Review your “TOP 3” for the last 45 days: 

WINS:  _________________________ 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________ 

FIXES:  _________________________ 
        _________________________  
        _________________________  

Ah-HAs: _______________________ 
 _______________________ 
 _______________________ 

3.) Write down what you need to adjust in order to hit 
your goal:  

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

1.)Share your successes! 

 68 Day Challenge Group community on
Facebook

 Around your department

 Around your store

 With your challenge coach and accountability
partner

2.) Email your challenge coach with your success story!

3.) Pay It Forward! As the late Zig Ziglar said, “You can 
get anything you want in life if you will just help 
enough other people get what they want!”

1.)Post this worksheet in your office or at home. 

2.)Set daily reminders on your phone, calendar, and 
computer.  

3.) Stay connected with daily tips on AVTV, special AV 
Insider segments, emails from Key Leaders, and by 
joining the 68 Day Challenge Group on  
Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/The68DayChallenge 

4.)Find an accountability buddy and support one 
another in your journeys. 

CELEBRATION!

Learn & Adapt Share Successes5phase
Feb 22
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The WHAT: Change 
is Hard…YIPPIE!

There is one thing that 99 percent of “failures” and “successful” 
people have in common—they all dislike doing the same things 
over and over.

The difference is that successful people do them anyway.

Change is hard.

That’s why people don’t transform their bad habits.

Creating new habits will take time.

Be patient with yourself.

If you fall off the wagon, brush yourself off, and get back on.

Don’t beat yourself up.

We all stumble.

If at first  
you don’t succeed;  
call it version 1.0 Take Action... Now!

TAKING CONTROL • HAVING A PLAN • STAYING FOCUSED


